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Recommendation #9: Review and update the City’s Urban Tree
Conservation By-law
Related UFMP Objectives(s): #2 – Urban forest sustainability, #3 – Enhance
protection and establishment, #5 – Community engagement
Sustainability Criteria: V7, M11
Management Period: 1st Management Period (2018-2021)
Purpose: Improve the effectiveness of the current private tree by-law.
Current Practices: The City’s current tree by law regulates all trees on lots greater
than one hectare and trees of 50 cm DBH and above on properties of one hectare
and smaller. The current by-law does not provide specific protection for heritage
trees, and allows for but does not require any specific compensation for trees
approved for removal. It also does not include prescribed fines for infractions.
Best Practices: Of the lower and single-tier municipalities in Ontario that regulate
individual trees, the size classes that are regulated range from 15 to 76
centimetres DBH and above, although most of the municipalities regulate trees
between 20 to 40 centimetres DBH and larger. For example, the City of Toronto
regulates the removal of trees of at least 30 cm DBH. A number of municipalities
also specifically include heritage trees in their by-laws, but define “heritage tree”
differently. In some municipalities, heritage trees are simply equated to large
diameter trees. In other municipalities a special designation is applied to certain
trees because of their species, size, or location. In the City of Toronto “heritage
trees” include those designated under the Ontario Heritage Act, and those
recognized by the Trees Ontario process. Under their current tree by-laws these
trees can only be removed with Council authorization or upon order of the Ontario
Municipal Board.
The use of letters of credit or deposits is often overlooked for trees being protected
but can be an effective incentive for helping to ensure tree protection. This has
been explored, and in some cases implemented, in municipalities such as Guelph,
Ajax, Kingston, and Mississauga.
Tree preservation guidance documents that should be considered in the review and
update of the TCR guidelines include those from the City of Toronto, Region of York,
City of Markham, Town of Oakville and Town of Richmond Hill.
Lead(s) for Implementation: City – Planning and Growth Management
Department, Public Works – Forestry Services, and Legal Department – By-law
Services
Implementation Guidance:
 The Urban Tree Conservation by-law review should consider:
o Expanding the scope of the by-law so that the “large property” component
of the by-law applies to all Site Plans and Plans of Subdivision,
irrespective of property size;
o Options for incorporating a heritage tree component into this by-law;
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Collection of securities for trees to be protected;
Requiring compensation for all regulated trees approved for removal,
ideally using approaches selected from a City-wide compensation
guideline document (see Recommendation #23);
o Potentially reducing the 50 centimetre DBH threshold for “distinctive
trees” to a smaller diameter (such as 20 or 30 centimetre DBH) with
consideration for the City resource implications and the potential benefits
of making this by-law more restrictive (with reference to the monitoring
data as per Recommendation #7, if available);
o Prescribing set fines for easier and more consistent enforcement; and
o Revising the current Tree Conservation Report (TCR) guidelines to be
more comprehensive and consistent with relevant precedents and best
practices.
 Practices should be revised so that:
o Comments related to each by-law application are coordinated through a
single Planner or Forester in Planning and Growth Management;
o TCRs are consistently required for capital projects; and
o Where compensation trees cannot be accommodated on the subject
property that cash-in-lieu be provided and directed towards Forestry’s
tree planting account.
Time for Completion: 1 to 2 years
Prerequisite Recommendations: None
Risk: Missed opportunities for better protecting and enhancing the urban forest on
private lands.
External Partner(s): Greater Ottawa Home Builders’ Association (GOHBA) and
development community, community groups, local arborists and contractors
Resources Required: Existing resources to be allocated (for undertaking review).
Additional resources may be required (for implementation).
Target: Review existing tree by-laws to improve their ability to support the City’s
urban forest objectives on private lands.
o
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